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Active Learning with Deep Autoencoders for Seismic Facies
Interpretation

Ahmad Mustafa∗ and Ghassan AlRegib∗

ABSTRACT

Machine learning-assisted seismic interpretation tasks
require large quantities of labeled data annotated
by expert interpreters, which is a costly and time-
consuming process. Where existing works to minimize
dependence on labeled data assume the data annota-
tion process to already be completed, active learning—
a field of machine learning—works by selecting the
most important training samples for the interpreter to
annotate in real time simultaneously with the training
of the interpretation model itself, resulting in high lev-
els of performance with fewer labeled data samples than
otherwise possible. Where active learning has been
significantly performed for classification tasks with re-
spect to natural images, there exist very little to no
works for dense prediction tasks in geophysics like in-
terpretation. We develop a unique and first-of-a-kind
active learning framework for seismic facies interpre-
tation using the manifold learning properties of deep
autoencoders. By jointly learning representations for
supervised and unsupervised tasks and then ranking
unlabeled samples by their nearness to the data mani-
fold, we are able to identify the most relevant training
samples to be labeled by the interpreter in each train-
ing. On the popular F3 dataset, we obtain close to 10
percentage point difference in terms of interpretation
accuracy between the proposed method and the base-
line with only three fully annotated seismic sections.

∗Center for Energy and Geo Processing (CeGP), Omni Lab
for Intelligent Visual Engineering and Science (OLIVES), School of
Electrical and Computer Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technol-
ogy, Atlanta, GA.

INTRODUCTION

Deep learning (DL) has led to major advancements for
various computer vision and natural language processing
tasks like image classification, object detection and local-
ization, natural scene understanding, speech recognition,
and machine translation, to name a few (Szegedy et al.,
2013; Krizhevsky et al., 2017; Rahnemoonfar et al., 2021;
Deng et al., 2013; Singh et al., 2017). It has also resulted
in major breakthroughs in the extremely critical field of
medical image analysis, helping in the detection of cellular
structures, tissue segmentation, and in diagnosing various
diseases (Shen et al., 2017). In exploration geophysics, it
has now become a vital component in many seismic inter-
pretation and inversion tasks, as evidenced by the plethora
of works in in salt body delineation (Wang et al., 2015;
Amin et al., 2017; Shafiq et al., 2017; Di et al., 2018b),
fault detection (Di and AlRegib, 2019; Di et al., 2019a,b),
facies classification (Alaudah et al., 2019b,c), seismic at-
tribute analysis (Long et al., 2018; Di et al., 2018a; Alfar-
raj et al., 2018), structural similarity based seismic image
retrieval and segmentation (Alaudah et al., 2019a), and
seismic inversion (Alfarraj and AlRegib, 2019; Mustafa
et al., 2019; Mustafa and AlRegib, 2020).

At the core of this meteoric success of DL-based appli-
cations is its ability to learn useful hierarchical represen-
tations from raw data. However, to be able to learn mean-
ingful data representations useful for a variety of tasks and
datasets requires large quantities of labeled training data.
In the absence of this, DL algorithms become highly prone
to overfitting. While annotated data is relatively easier to
obtain for computer vision related tasks, the costs exor-
bitantly increase for domains requiring expert assistance
with a high level of domain-specific knowledge, for exam-
ple medical image analysis and seismic data interpreta-
tion. For the latter, we have witnessed in recent history
works specifically addressing the problem of limited avail-
ability of labeled data. In the work by Alaudah et al.
(2019a), the authors show how weak labels for various
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seismic features in migrated seismic data could be used in
a learning-based framework to obtain detailed, pixel wise
annotations for features of interest. Similarly, Wu et al.
(2019) demonstrated a method to generate synthetic fault
data to train a fault detection network on before perform-
ing inference for faults in real datasets using the popular
machine learning framework of transfer learning. For seis-
mic inversion, Alfarraj and AlRegib (2019) introduced a
novel method based on semi-supervised learning to use
large quantities of unlabeled seismic trace data in mi-
grated sections to help improve regression performance
on predicting elastic properties with limited well data.
Mustafa and AlRegib (2020) on the other hand developed
a method they dubbed ‘joint learning’ to train multiple
networks for seismic inversion on different datasets to im-
prove generalization performance on the target. Where
these methods serve to use available labeled and/or unla-
beled data in whatever fashion to maximize performance
gains, the popular machine learning framework of active
learning aims to capture the most relevant training sam-
ples for the oracle (in this case, the interpreter) to label
and provide to the machine learning model in real time
to increase accuracy with the fewest labeled training data
examples.

For most domains, there usually exists a smaller subset
of training examples that suffices in creating the represen-
tation space for the entire data Katharopoulos and Fleuret
(2018). Training the DL model using the identified sub-
set of training instances results in a better generalization
performance on unseen test examples than would have
been possible otherwise with a similar number of train-
ing examples selected arbitrarily. This is in fact what the
premise the field of Active Learning is based on (Settles,
2010). The human expert, also called the Oracle, labels
a small number of training examples in the first cycle.
In each subsequent cycle thereafter, the method identifies
and has the expert label a small set of training examples in
the unlabeled dataset likely to add the most information
to the machine learning model, subject to a pre-defined
criterion e.g., uncertainty (Settles, 2010).

We propose in this work a novel active learning method-
ology based on learning reconstruction manifolds with Deep
Autoencoders for seismic interpretation. Autoencoders
refer to a family of learning models that are trained to re-
construct their inputs. They are designed so that they are
only able to reconstruct data sampled from the training
distribution, preventing them from regressing to a sim-
ple identity mapping. As a useful by-product, they are
able to learn the manifold structure of high dimensional
data (Martinez-Murcia et al., 2020; Mustafa and AlRegib,
2021). Kwon et al. (2020) utilize such a learned manifold
for the task of anomaly detection on image datasets by
thresholding the distribution of reconstruction error-based
scores on input training examples.

We view the active learning paradigm as the challenge
to identify new training samples most dissimilar from the
manifold learnt from preexisting training samples. These

training samples are also the ones likely to add the most
information to the learning model about the dataset that
it already doesn’t have with preexisting training samples.
But there is a caveat: we are majorly interested in su-
pervised, discriminative tasks like classification, segmen-
tation etc. In real life, we would not have ground truth
labels for these tasks ahead of time. We could however,
make decisions about informative training samples based
off the reconstruction manifolds learnt via deep autoen-
coders. To strengthen the link between the learned man-
ifolds for reconstruction and a supervised tasks like seg-
mentation, we present a network architecture that simul-
taneously learns the representations for the two tasks in
a joint learning framework. This way, there is a stronger
guarantee that informative training samples identified for
the reconstruction task would also apply to the supervised
task. We show later that indeed turns out to be the case.

We train an encoder-decoder architecture simultane-
ously for reconstruction and seismic facies segmentation
using the same feature representations within the train-
ing phase. In the inference phase, all unlabeled seismic
sections/images are scanned and the one with the highest
reconstruction error is sampled, labeled, and added to the
training dataset for retraining the network for the next cy-
cle. The underlying assumption—based on the shared rep-
resentation learning framework—is that seismic sections
with the highest reconstruction errors are also going to be
the ones the network would have performed more poorly
on at segmentation. Identifying such training examples
would lead to an improved generalization over the whole
seismic volume compared to if a similar number of training
sections had been sampled randomly or in some other arbi-
trary fashion. We verify this hypothesis by comparing the
proposed work to a baseline data sampling technique in
the seismic interpretation domain. Together with this, we
also propose a slightly different variant of the method de-
scribed here that works with total softmax entropy rather
than reconstruction error, which we also show to outper-
form the baseline. This is the first work of this kind in the
domain of subsurface imaging, to the best of our knowl-
edge. Our major contributions can be summarized as (1)
proposing a novel active learning method based on man-
ifold learning with deep autoencoders, (2) learning infor-
mative training samples for segmentation via high recon-
struction error sampling of unlabeled sections, made pos-
sible by the shared representation learning framework for
supervised and unsupervised tasks, and (3) verifying the
efficiency of the proposed work via comparison to a base-
line sampling approach in the domain of seismic volume
interpretation.

METHODOLOGY

Architecture Details

The network architecture used in the study is depicted in
Figure 1. It uses a typical encoder-decoder style based
configuration where the encoder consists of multiple 2D
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convolutional blocks attached in series to extract increas-
ingly higher level features from the input data (i.e., mi-
grated seismic sections). Each encoder block is followed
by a maxpooling layer to downsample feature activations
and increase the network’s receptive field over the input
image. Within each block, two convolutional layers are
embedded along with rectified non-linearity (ReLU) and
batch normalization layers to increase the stability of the
network training process. The decoder blocks are con-
structed to be similar in structure to the encoder blocks
except for the first layer that happens to be a transposed
convolutional layer with a stride of two. This serves to
act as a counterbalance to the maxpooling layers in the
encoder, helping increase the spatial resolution of the fea-
ture activations by a factor of two at every block. All
convolutional layers in the setup described thus far use a
kernel size of 3 with padding 1 to preserve the feature spa-
tial resolution. The final feature activations output by the
decoder block are made to be of the same size as the the
original input. Using independent 1×1 convolutional lay-
ers, they are then mapped simultaneously to two different
outputs: the segmentation output and the reconstruction
of the input seismic image, respectively. The architec-
ture processes a complete seismic section as a grayscale,
single-channel tensor to produce its corresponding facies
interpretation and reconstruction outputs. The output
channel numbers for each network block are indicated in
blue in Figure 1.

Active Learning-based Seismic Interpreta-
tion Workflow

In this section, we describe two (slightly different) vari-
ants of the proposed interpreter-in-the-loop seismic inter-
pretation workflows, each of which is carried out for a
certain prespecified number of cycles. As depicted in Fig-
ure 2, each cycle consists of four major stages. In the
first stage for any given cycle, we train the aforedescribed
network architecture on the given training dataset for a
certain number of epochs denoted by Etrain. This is a
hyperparameter that we keep constant at 300 for all cy-
cles. The training dataset for the i-th cycle, denoted by

Di
train = {(xj ,yj)}

|Di
train|

j=1 consists of migrated seismic im-

age sections (xj ∈ RH×W ) and their labels (yj ∈ RH×W )
produced by the human interpreter. H and W refer to
the height and width of the migrated seismic sections, re-
spectively. Notice that for the very first cycle, this would
be a single seismic image-label pair sampled randomly
from the volume of unlabeled seismic data, Doracle =
{xj}|Doracle|

j=1 and annotated by the interpreter. |Di
train|

stands for the number of annotated training samples in
the labeled dataset while |Di

unlabeled| denotes those in the
unlabeled set for the i-th cycle. The network trains by
minimizing the reconstruction and cross-entropy losses on
its respective inputs. For each forward pass, the network
denoted by F and parameterized by the set of parameters
Θ produces outputs as

ŷj , x̂j = FΘ(xj), (1)

where x̂ and ŷ are the reconstruction and the segmen-
tation outputs, respectively for the j-th seismic section in
the training dataset Di

train. The network losses are com-
puted as

lrec =
∑
j

‖x̂j − xj‖22, (2)

and

lce =
∑
j

Cross-entropy(ŷj ,yj), (3)

where lrec and lce denote reconstruction and cross-entropy
losses, respectively. The optimal network parameters, Θ∗

are then obtained as the solution to the optimization prob-
lem

Θ∗ = arg min
Θ

lrec + lce. (4)

In the second stage of the workflow, the trained net-
work is used to perform inference on the migrated seismic
images in the unlabeled dataset Doracle to obtain a model
response profile, m(xj), for ∀xj ∈ Doracle. This maybe
done in one of two ways. It may either be computed as
the l2 reconstruction error

m(xj) = ‖xj − x̂j‖22 ∀xj ∈ Doracle, (5)

for all unlabeled seismic sections as computed by the
network, or it may be calculated as the entropy over soft-
max probabilities computed over individual pixels and
then summed for all pixels in a given section as

m(xj) =
∑
p∈xj

∑
K

−ypk
log ypk

∀xj ∈ Doracle, (6)

where ypk
refers to the network’s estimated probability

score of pixel pk belonging to class k (from a total of K
classes). The model response output is then sampled to
obtain the seismic section corresponding to the highest
response value as

xs = arg max
x∈Doracle

m(x), (7)

to be annotated by the interpreter and added to the
labeled training set for the next cycle. The whole process
is then repeated for a specified number of cycles. In each
subsequent cycle, we train the whole network initialized
from the solution obtained in the last cycle, as opposed
to being retrained from scratch, which as can be seen in
Appendix A leads to important conclusions. The complete
workflow for both the reconstruction error and entropy-
based methods is summarized in Figure 2 as well as in
algorithm 1.
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Figure 1: Network architecture employed for the proposed method.
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Figure 2: Proposed active learning setup.
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Algorithm 1 Active Learning-based Interpretation
Workflow

1. Sample a crossline, x1 from Doracle = {xj}|Doracle|
j=1 .

2. Form the initial training dataset, D0
train = {(x1, y1)}.

3. Initialize the model, F .
4. For i = 1, . . . , Ncycles:

(a) Train F for Etrain epochs on Di−1
train

(b) Obtain model response m(x) for all x ∈ Doracle.
(c) Sample the crossline with the highest error,
xs = arg maxx∈Doracle

m(x).
(d) Form training dataset for next cycle as Di

train

= Di−1
train ∪ {(xs, ys)}.

5. Predict facies labels for all x ∈ Doracle.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Dataset Details

The dataset used to validate our method is the 3D seismic
data for the Netherlands offshore F3 block and its corre-
sponding lithostratigraphic interpretations as developed
by Alaudah et al. (2019b). The seismic data—originally
in time— was depth migrated and used along with bore-
hole data from 26 wells to construct a 3D geological model.
Fault planes and horizons were interpreted and six major
groups of lithostratigraphic units were identified. Iden-
tifying these lithostratigraphic units—or rock facies—on
the complete migrated seismic volume was then set up
as a machine learning-based image segmentation problem
to benchmark predictive algorithms. The final migrated
seismic volume and its corresponding 3D geological inter-
pretations consisted of 901 crosslines, 601 inlines, and 255
depth samples.

Evaluation Details

We evaluated the proposed method on the dataset using
a 3-fold cross-validation procedure. We divided the com-
plete seismic volume into three non-overlapping subsets
consisting of 300, 300, and 301 crosslines, respectively. For
each subset, the proposed human-in-the-loop interpreta-
tion workflow was carried out for a total of five cycles (i.e.,
Ncycles = |Dtrain| = 5) keeping the subvolume as the test
set, Dtest and the remaining two subvolumes to be Doracle

in algorithm 1. The cross-validation process is illustrated
in Figure 3. After every cycle, the trained network would
be evaluated for the average segmentation performance
over both Doracle and the test set. The segmentation per-
formance for either set was measured in terms of the mean
intersection over union (mIOU) for all six classes in the
complete set. The process was repeated three times for
each of the three possible dataset partitions (for a total
of 9 times) and the results averaged to produce the final
plots of mIOU versus cycle number for both Doracle and
test sets. We obtain two major benefits by evaluating our
method this way: firstly, cross-validation helps to avoid
selection bias where the the particular partition scheme

may just happen to work by chance for the given method.
By testing the method on all possible dataset partitions
and averaging the results, we ensure that we do not bias
it to any one dataset configuration. Secondly, the method
is repeated thrice even for each partition to discount the
effect of random initialization on network performance.

We also show the model predictions of rock facies for
several randomly selected crossline sections for bothDoracle

and Dtest against their ground-truths for one specific con-
figuration of the cross-validation procedure. This was
done by ensembling the predictions on the given crosslines
by three randomly intialized networks trained using the
proposed method. At this point, we should reinforce that
while we maintain a separate Dtest at all times to effec-
tively measure generalization performance for the trained
model, this does not mean that Doracle is the training set.
Rather, as explained in the methodology section earlier,
Dtrain is only a small subset of Doracle. In our case, Dtrain

is only allowed to contain a maximum of five crosslines
from a total of 600 in Doracle, which is less than 1% of the
size of the latter.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4(a) depicts the average mIOU computed over the
training and evaluation sets (Doracle) on all three folds of
the cross-validation procedure after each cycle for three
different data sampling strategies. The orange curve cor-
responds to the interpreter randomly sampling and label-
ing a crossline section to be added to the set of labeled
data the network would train on for the next cycle. This
simple yet effective strategy serves as our baseline for the
experiments. Adding labeled data in this fashion results
in a steady increase in mIOU performance as expected.
We also contrast the proposed active learning-based data
sampling criteria with the baseline above. This includes
sampling the section resulting in the highest softmax en-
tropy (equation 6), and sampling based on distance from
learned manifold measured in terms of reconstruction er-
ror (equation 5), respectively.Both the proposed methods
can be seen to outperform the baseline in terms of mIOU
throughout the sampling duration, but more so in the
early stages. This is especially important since the inter-
preter would ideally want to maximize labeling accuracy
with the fewest data needed to be annotated. Between the
reconstruction and cross-entropy based methods, the for-
mer can be observed to perform better. This behavior is
reflected across not only Doracle, but also the test section
Dtest, as seen in Figure 4(b). We also demonstrate for
one of the cross-validation folds the network facies predic-
tions on select sections from both Doracle and Dtest after
having run the active learning workflow for five cycles, as
shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively. The second
column, containing network predictions with the baseline
(random) strategy is contrasted with those obtained via
reconstruction error-based sampling scheme in the third
column. Compared to the ground-truth labels in column
one, we observe a marked improvement in performance
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Figure 3: Cross-validation scheme used. The total number of crosslines in the F3 volume are split into three groups as
shown, with two at a time used for training and validation (Doracle shaded in blue), and the remaining used as a hold-out
test set (Dtest).

with the latter, especially for the under-represented facies
classes. This serves to reinforce our claim about active
learning containing the potential to increase performance
with fewer labeled data samples.

CONCLUSION

Autoencoders are useful tools to learn data manifolds and
characterize individual data samples according to how close
(or otherwise) they are from a given data distribution. In
this work, we proposed a novel active learning paradigm
for the task of seismic facies interpretation on based on the
manifold learning property of deep autoencoders. Specif-
ically, the method relies on jointly learning representa-
tions for supervised task of facies interpretation and the
unsupervised task of seismic reconstruction. This is then
used to rank unlabeled data samples by their nearness
to the network’s learned manifold and samples furthest
away are annotated and added to the training dataset.
We demonstrate the proposed method is able to achieve a
significantly better performance compared to if data were
selected randomly for annotaion. We also adapted a com-
monly used uncertainty metric for active learning in clas-
sification tasks (i.e., softmax entropy) for the task of facies
interpretation. The proposed method has the potential to
significantly reduce the annotation effort for seismic inter-
preters while ensuring high levels of interpretation accu-
racy. It need not also be restricted to facies segmentation
but can instead be applied to a host of other interpretation
tasks involving migrated seismic sections as well.

APPENDIX A

NETWORK REINITIALIZATION VERSUS
WARM-STARTING FOR ACTIVE LEARNING

Here, we describe experiments and ablation studies we
carried out to investigate the effect on network perfor-
mance of reinitializing it to random weights versus warm-
starting from last cycle’s weights in the active learning
workflow described earlier. In the work by Bengio et al.
(2009), the authors motivate a biology-inspired optimiza-
tion perspective for neural networks by referring to the
way humans and animals learn complicated tasks by first
being trained on easier ones. Theorizing that such behav-
ior might also be true of machine learning models, specifi-
cally neural networks, they introduce what they term cur-
riculum learning to achieve better performance on com-
plex tasks by neural networks. Intuitively, they ground
their understanding of the phenomenon by invoking the
concept of continuation methods for optimization, where
the desired objective is broken down into a series of cost
functions (C0(θ), C1(θ), ...) increasing in level of diffi-
culty. In such a situation, optimizing on the easier objec-
tive could hypothetically lead to a solution closer to the
basin of attraction for an optimal minimum on the more
difficult objective as opposed to starting off at a random
point in the solution space for the latter. The idea is il-
lustrated with a simple example in Figure A-1. On the
surface, it appears to also validate our understanding be-
hind the popularly used framework of transfer learning,
where the network performance on a small target dataset
is sometimes improved by initializing the network weights
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Figure 4: Average mIOUs over five active learning cycles for (a) the training and (b) test volumes respectively.

from the solution to the network optimization on a related
dataset. In our active learning experiments, we observed
a superior mIOU performance for the network initialized
from last cycle’s weights compared to one initialized from
scratch every cycle for the same training samples at ev-
ery cycle. This is demonstrated in Figure A-2. More
specifically, where the blue bars correspond to the net-
work initialized from scratch and trained on all sections
obtained until that point, the green bars refer to the net-
work starting from the solution obtained in the last cycle
and then trained on the same data examples as the corre-
sponding blue bar. The error curves for the two situations
agree with the analysis presented, as shown in Figure A-3.
As expected, curriculum learning leads to training error
curves starting at lower points from previous cycles.
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Figure A-1: Curriculum learning motivated as an example of continuation method-based optimization. The desired
objective is broken into sub objectives (C0(θ), C1(θ), ...) increasing in level of difficulty. Optimizing on easier objectives
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